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Abstract
The paper presents a test results explaining reasons of thrust ring damage in piston head’s cooling system of the
Caterpillar 3516A engine run in dual fuel system. Task of the ring is to stop the oil injected by oil nozzles and to
improve uniformity of piston head cooling. In the engine run on mine gas occurred two breakdowns in the pistoncylinder assembly; probably reason of these breakdowns was a fracture of the thrust ring. In connection with it,
damaged rings were tested metallographicaly and dimensionally to find reasons of the fracture. Performed tests
showed that the most probably reason of the breakdowns is wrong mounting of the ring in the piston head, causing its
bending during engine operation by inertia forces and fatigue fracture in overstrained cross-section, in area of oil
holes.
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1. Introduction
In the 16 cylinder V-type Caterpillar 3516A engine the piston head is cooled by motor oil
sprinkled from two nozzles located in channel of lubricating system. The oil gets the channel
formed by recess at internal side of the piston head and closes channel of the thrust ring, what is
shown in the Fig.1. The thrust ring consists of two half-rings with oval holes located opposite the
nozzles of oil injectors, Fig. 2. During full cycle of engine operation, oil channel in the piston head
is fed intensively with oil in time when the piston is near BDC position only. Objective of the ring
is to prolong time when the oil is in contact with the piston head, and to improve uniformity of its
cooling. The half-rings are mounted with interference fit to the piston head, whereas elastic forces
should protect it against falling out during engine operation.
a)

b)

Fig. 1. The piston of the Caterpillar 3516A engine: a) the view of the piston ; b) the scheme of ring mount in the

piston head

Fig 2. The drawing of oil ring

Version of the 3516A engine adapted to operation in dual fuel system is discussed in the
present paper. The engine runs on mine gas as the main source of energy and Diesel oil which
initiates combustion of the mine gas. View of the engine is shown in the Fig. 3; its technical
specification is listed in the Table 1.

Fig. 3. View of a Caterpillar 3516A engine

Table 1. Engine Specification
Engine type
Number of cylinders
Bore
Stroke
Displacement volume
Compression ratio
Effective output power
Rotational speed
Combustion chamber
Diesel oil injection system
Natural gas feeding system
Supercharging

3516A
16,V type 60o
170 mm
190 mm
69,1 dm3
13:1
1100 kW
when fuelled with gas
1500 rpm
direct injection to chamber in piston
crown
mechanical united injector in each
cylinder
mixer-type
4 turbocompressors

After about 5000h of engine operation, in the 7th cylinder from LH side of the engine a
breakdown in piston-cylinder system occurred, seen as non-uniform and noisy operation. After
dismantling of the crankshaft assembly there was confirmed a seizure of the piston skirt in its
bearing part, partial jamming of the 1st and 2nd sealing ring, and fracture of the thrust ring in
cooling system of the piston head, shown in the Fig. 2.
Conditions of the piston and its components are shown in the Fig. 4. It was found a breakage
and lack of a considerable part of the thrust ring, Figs. 4a and 4b. Some broken elements were
found in the sump, whereas some file dust got at between piston’s skirt in bearing part of the
piston and the cylinder, bringing about its damage and carving a deep scratches, what is seen in the
Fig. 4e. Traces of scuffing are distinctly visible in the Figs. 4c and 4d. Simultaneously, however,
there weren’t confirmed any unequivocal symptoms of anomaly of combustion process, what
would effect in local melting of upper edge of the piston head, or local partial melting of the
combustion chamber. That fact enabled to presume, that possible primary reason of the damage
was a fracture and falling out of a considerable part of the thrust ring, Fig. 4b, what resulted in
worsened cooling of the piston head, and as consequence its overheating.
The second damage of the same engine occurred after about 8000h of operation in 8th cylinder
from LH side of the engine (cylinder adjacent to the one discussed above). The damage consisted
in a slight leak of coolant due to failure of rubber ring which seals the fluid channel in metal spacer
between cylinder and cylinder head, Fig. 5a. Because the cylinders touch each other, damage of
the thrust ring could not arise in result of overheating of the second cylinder. It should be
supposed, that the damage was of a random character and wasn’t connected with faulty engine
operation. At the opportunity of repair of that damage, piston-con rod assembly of the 8th cylinder
was also disassembled to perform its verification.
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Fig.4. View of the piston, damaged after about 5000h of engine operation: a) piston with fragments of the ring in the
seat; b) fragment of the ring after removal from the piston (visible loss); c) and d) bearing surfaces of the piston with
visible traces of scuffing; e) bearing surface of the piston with visible, deep scratches arisen due to penetration of
fragments of broken ring to the cylinder.
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Fig. 5. A view of the piston after failure on the 8th cylinder

In result of visual inspection of the piston it was found a fracture and breakage of a fragment of
the ring in area of the oil hole, Figs. 5b and 5d. Simultaneously, however, both the piston and the
cylinder liner did not show any traces of non correct mating. There existed visible traces of honing
operation on the cylinder liner, whereas on mating surface with the piston there weren’t any
scratches or any durable traces of mating. Also on bearing elements of the piston were visible
distinct traces of mechanical working and lack of wear, Figs. 5c and 5d. All piston rings were
movable and did not show any traces of non correct mating and excessive wear. With respect to a
slight loss of the piston, Fig. 5b and 7a, one can suppose that the damage did not significantly
deteriorate conditions of the piston head cooling and did not lead to its seizure. These facts allow
to assuming that accidentally detected damage of the thrust ring was not connected with thermal
problems of the piston, and could effect from defective manufacturing of the ring or its non correct
assembly.
The problems presented above induced the authors to carry out tests aimed at explanation of a
reason which could cause defects of the rings and to take actions to avoid failure in other cylinders
of the engine.

2. Results of the tests
Scope of the performed tests applied to:
• determination of chemical constitution of material of the ring;
• determination of hardness;
• determination of microstructure of the material;
• investigation of possible reasons of damage of the ring.
Chemical constitution tests of the material were performed with use of spectrometer,
obtained results are shown in the Table 2. From analysis of the chemical constitution is evident
that the tested material belongs to brand of spring steel, equivalent to C75S grade according to PNEN 10132-4: 2000 standard (old marking as 75 according to PN-74/H-84032 standard).
Table 2. Chemical analysis of the ring
Elementary
Measured
UAmean
substance
contents [%]
Al
0,01
Cr
0,03
Mn
0,01
0,64
Ni
0,03
P
0,004
0,017
Si
0,01
0,24
Ti
0,004
W
0,001
0,01
C
0,02
0,74
S
<0,005
UAmean – extended uncertainty of mean value
(from 3 measurements, category A, at confidence
level of p=0,95

The hardness was measured with use of Vickers method according to PN EN ISO 65071:2006(U) standard with use of metallographic specimen - test piece cut out perpendicularly to
surface of the ring. Results are put together in the Table No.3.
Table 3. Results of hardness measurements of the thrust ring material
HV10 Hardness
480
473
470
478
483
UAmean = 7 HV (extended uncertainty of the mean value, category A, at confidence level of p = 0,95

Mean
477

Fig. 6 Microstructure of thrust ring material in quenched and tempered state: bainitic-sorbitic structure; etched with
nital, magnification 500x

Measured hardness and microstructure is typical of the tested material in quenched and
tempered state. Simultaneously, in material shown in the Fig. 6 are visible numerous non-metallic
inclusions having considerable size, which could constitute the reason initiating commencement of
fatigue fracture.
Magnifications of cross-section of the fracture shown in the Fig. 7 confirmed that fatigue
fracture was the root cause of damage of the ring. Brightening shown in the Figs. 7b and 7c is
typical of the fatigue fracture. Simultaneously, brightening shown in the Fig. 7f and obtained at
high magnification indicates that the fatigue fractures could be initiated by non-metallic inclusions
in material of the ring.
Visual checks and tests of the ring show that the rings were manufactured by die shearing in
press, and next were heat treated. Method of die shearing of the rings with use of a press-forming
die effects adversely on their fatigue strength. Sharp edges and scratches left after the processing
are probably the beginning of the fatigue fracture. Accurate visual check of mating surface of the
ring with its seat enabled to state that the ring was supported at the ends and in its middle part, Fig.
8. Due to radial clearance, the ring was bended during its operation by inertia forces having
variable value and direction. The highest bending moment occurred near the ends of ring, i.e. in
points of its support. Especially high values of bending stress occurred in vicinity of oil holes, and
just in these points where cracking of the ring occurred.
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Fig. 7. Magnifications of cross-section of the ring’s fracture

Disadvantageous contact of the ring with the seat results from its deformation arisen probably
during the heat treatment. Seems that during the heat treatment, to prevent its deformation, the ring
should be kept in a special swage.
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Fig. 8. View of the half-ring with visible contact surface (brightening)

4. Summary
On base of the performed tests one can formulate the following conclusions:
1. Cracking of the thrust ring in oil-type cooling of the piston head was the most probably root
cause of damage of the 3516A engine.
2. Both material used to production of the ring, corresponding to spring steel grade, and its heat
treatment were correctly selected to the task which needed to be performed by the ring.
3. It was confirmed, that fracture of the ring is of fatigue character and could be caused by:
- mechanical working of the ring: punching from blanking die, what generates a scratches
initiating fatigue fracture;
- shape of the ring deformed during heat treatment, what effected in not correct contact of the
ring with the seat, and in case of backlash, bending of the ring on its ends;
- wrong radial clearance during assembly of the ring in the seat, what after heating up of the
piston results in excessive clearance, favorable for displacement of the ring with respect to
the piston.
4. It is recommended to perform a periodical check of conditions of the rings in all cylinders
during engine operation. Such action will enable early detection of abnormalities and
protection against failure of the engine. It is recommended to perform such check every 2000h
of engine operation.
5. It is recommended to change production technology of the rings. In particular, it concerns
punching operation and heat treatment which should be performed in a swage, disabling
deformation of the ring’s shape. Moreover, fit of the ring in the seat should be verified to

disable displacement of the ring during engine operation. Simultaneously it seems, however,
that circumferential backlash of the half-rings should be slightly increased, what would have
favorable impact on conditions of its operation.
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